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DDeetteeccttiioonn  aanndd  PPrreevveennttiioonn  ooff  FFllooooddiinngg  AAttttaacckk  iinn  MMaanneettss  

uussiinngg  aa  hhyybbrriidd  aapppprrooaacchh  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

ABSTRACT  

 

Flooding attack is identified as one of the exigent concern in a mobile adhoc  network . The 

dynamic nature of MANETs causes the attacker to launch flooding attack in the network. 

Flooding attack is a Denial Of Service(DOS) attack designed to bring the network down by 

flooding it with unnecessary data packets.  MANETs  use reactive routing protocols such as 

AODV to find a route. AODV uses hello messages and RREQ messages for getting routing 

information. Flooding of RREQ and hello messages may increase the  routing overhead in  

MANETs. In order to prevent the flooding attack there should be an efficient method based 

on AODV behavioural metrics. The new method uses hierarchical clustering technique using 

Ward’s algorithm to cluster the mobile nodes based on it’s properties. A cluster head selected 

using a self stabilized election algorithm performs the detection of flooding attack using 

SVM classifier. Prevention of flooding attack can be done by broadcasting the information 

about the malicious node to all other nodes. All the nodes updates it’s routing table and 

deletes the entries of the malicious node. Packet delivery ratio, Packet misroute rate, and 

control Overhead are the behavioural parameters used for the prediction of flooding attack. 

 

Key words: Flooding attack identification,  hierarchical clustering, support vector machine  

classification 
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INTRODUCTION  

 

Mobile Adhoc NETwork(MANET) is a kind of adhoc network which is self configuring and 

does not have a fixed infrastructure. Mobile terminals can form a Manet on necessary 

situations. For example, manets are formed for military purposes, for rescue operations in 

case of natural calamities etc... The dynamic nature of manets causes the attacker to poses 

different types of attacks. The major security challenge associated with routing in MANET is 

flooding attack. 

 

When a route is required, the system floods the network with RREQ packets. The routing 

protocols in Manets falls into three major categories. They are proactive, reactive and hybrid 

routing protocols. The AODV protocol that is used commonly for MANET s belongs to 

reactive protocols category. When a route is required, the system floods the network with 

RREQ packets. RREQ packets and hello packets are used for getting routing information in 

MANETs. The flooding attack occurs when an attacker launches unnecessary RREQ packets 

into the network and routing overhead increases. The most challenging task in preventing 

flooding attack is the detection of genuine and malicious RREQ packets. The SVM based 

classification may be used as a solution, which classify the malicious nodes. 

 

The implementation of SVM in each node incur increase in over all classification overhead 

and computational complexity, which in turn affect the life time of the node. A hierarchical  

clustering technique is used so that the classification is limited to cluster head which 

implement SVM based classification. 

 

BACKGROUND AND TERMINOLOGY 
 

A. AODV Protocol in MANET 

 

MANETs uses AODV routing protocol. The AODV (Adhoc on demand distance vector) 

routing protocol as and when necessary. The routes are maintained as long as necessary. 

AODV protocol uses RREQ(Route Request), RREP(Route Reply), RERR(Route Error) 

messages for routing. When a route is required to a new destination, the node broadcasts an 

RREQ packet. RREP(Route Reply) message is used as a unicast message. When a link 

break is detected in an active route, RERR messages are used to inform other nodes about 

the loss of that link. Hello messages are used in MANETs periodically to update the current 

availability of nodes. 

 

B. Flooding attack in MANET 

 

Flooding attack is a Denial Of Service(DOS) attack in which false packets are launched in 

the network by attackers. Malicious noses broadcast unnecessary packets in the network. 

Thus, causes denial of service to the legitimated users. The network resources are used for 

unnecessary communication. Reducing throughput of the network by creating false resource 

scarcity is the target of the attackers. Flooding attack can be RREQ flooding or Data 

flooding. 

 

C. RREQ Flooding 

 

AODV uses RREQ packets to find a route to the destination node. In RREQ flooding 

attack, the attacker broadcasts many RREQ packets to the IP address, which does not exist 
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in the network. Thus thrashing of RREQ packets occurs in the network, resulting in network 

congestion. 

 

RREQ packets has higher priority than data packets. this priority feature of RREQ control 

packets are exploited by the attacker to launch flooding attack in the network at high load. 

  
 

LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

Using behavioral metrics [1] of the AODV protocol(packet delivery ratio, and control 

overhead) flooding attack cab be  detected in the network. Acknowledgemnt message 

broadcasting technique can be used to prevent flooding attack. SVM can be  used to classify 

genuine and malicious RREQ packets. 

 

The RREQ RATE LIMIT [2] is is also possible here. The node has self control over it’s 

parameters, then there is a chance for DOS attack due to this self control as nodes can change 

RREQ RATE LIMIT. 

 

Solutions like  trust based security scheme for RREQ flooding [3] in MANET is effective. 

It mitigates the effect of RREQ flooding in MANET. It mitigates the effect of RREQ 

flooding attack using trust estimation function DSR on demand routing protocol. The 

challenge/crucial task is that effectiveness of the technique depends on selection of the 

threshhold value. 

 

There are comparative analysis of various methods for preventing flooding in MANET. 

The effects of flooding attack such as network congestion, exhaustion of [4] battery power, 

wastages of bandwidth and throughput degradation are considered for comparing different 

flooding attack prevention methods. 

 

There are flooding attack prevention technique [5] in which we uses the neighbor 

knowledge to track the intruder when an intruder broadcasts RREQ packets, immediate 

neighbors of the intruder records the behavior of sender and checks it against a trust function. 

One of the challenges is ovehead of maintaining neighbor knowledge by each node. 

 

It is also possible to detect  SYN flooding attacks [6] based on traffic prediction. proposed 

an effective method based on counting the number of SYN packets and storing it. 

 

The dynamic profile [7] based technique to detect flooding attack in MANET also a very 

good technique. It isolates flooding attack in MANET attack in MANET using a profile 

based technique. It detects malicious nodes at one hop neighbor level as soon as it starts 

attacking behavior. 

 

SVM BASED CLASSIFICATION AND HIRARCHICAL CLUSTRING 
 
In flooding attack malicious nodes injects a lot of false RREQ packets into the network, 

resulting in the denial of network resources to the legitimated/valid nodes. Violating the 

RREQ RATE LIMIT, the attacker node starts flooding. Using a new hybrid approach the 

challenge of flooding attack can be reduced. 
 
Initially collect the behavior of every node. Thereafter using this information system will be 

able detect the flooded malicious node. Now the features of nodes from the collected 
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behavior can be used for classification using support vector machine. 
 
Implementation of SVM in all the nodes invites huge overhead due to many factors, so 
instead of using svm in each node, we can execute the SVM classification only in a limited 
nodes . Hierarchical clustering is done initially and the classification done only in cluster 
head. 

 

Cluster head election policies are crucial in this stage, a resource based election algorithm can 

be used, which means the memory, capacity, computational overhead are the factors 

considered. Feature reduction is required in classification, in order to reduce the overhead of 

SVM classification. There should be a cluster information table, which each cluster head 

maintains and updates. it should be in the format shown in figure1. 

 
The cluster heads should maintain a binary tree structure. so the information sharing between 
clusters can be done through the cluster heads. The overhead of SVM based flooding 
detection can be reduced using this technique. 

 

 
A. classification using SVM 

 

Support Vector Machine(SVM) performs classification by using N-dimensional hyperplane. 

It separates data into two categories. In SVM, a predictor variable is called an attribute. The 

hyperplane is defined using a transformed attribute and that attribute is called a feature. 

Choosing the most suitable criterion for a classification is known as feature selection. 
 
The accuracy of SVM model depends on feature selction. The model parameters should be 

accurate and suitable for classification. There are two methods for finding the optimal 

parameter values in SVM. They are grid search and pattern serach. The grid search uses 

geometric steps for trying values of each values across specified seach range where the 

pattern search stops when the size of the search space is reduced. 
 
 
B. Hierarchial Clustering 

 

Hierarchial clustering is a topdown(agglomerative) clustering method. The idea is to build a 

hierarchy of clusters that shows relations between individual members and merges clusters of 

data based on similarity. The first step of hierarchial clusteirng algorithm is such that it will 

look for the two most similar datapoints and merge them to create a new pseudo datapoint, 

wich represents the avarage of two merged datapoints.Each itreative steps take the next two 

closest datapoints and merges them.This process is continued until there is one large cluster 

containing all original datapoints. The hierarchial clustering results in a tree structure, which 

shows the relationship of all points.The clustering algorithm can be implemented using 

WARD’S algorithm. 

 
 
C. Algorithm for clustering the network 

 
1. Using hierarchial clustering, arrange the nodes into different clusters. 
 
2.Select the cluster head using election algorithm. 
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3.Cluster head creates and maintains a cluster information table. 
 
4. SVM classification performed in all the cluster heads. 

 

 
 

Fig 1: Hierarchial Clustering 
 
The metrics that is used for behavior classification using SVM is as follows. 

  
1. PDR (Packet Delivery Ratio) It is the number of delivered data packet to the node. Greater 
is the value of packet delivery ratio better is the performance of the node. PDR= (Number of 
Packets Transmitted)/ (Total Number of Incoming Packets) . 
 
 2. Control Overhead- The ratio of the number of routing protocol con  
trol packets transmitted to the number of data packets is known as Control overhead. CO = 

(Number of Control Packets Transmitted)/ (Total Number of Packets). 
  
3. PMIR (Packet Misroute Rate)-Node sends packet to the wrong destination is called 
misroute data packet. PMIR ratio is the number of misroute packet is delivered to the 
transmitted packets. PMIR= (Number of Packets Misrouted)/ (Total Number of Incoming 
Packets) 
 
D. Algorithm for classification using SVM 
 
1. Collect the deatils required for the behavioural metrics from the database.  
 
2. Input these collected details to the SVM in the cluster head nodes.  
 
3. Calculate PDR,CO and PMIR.  
 
4. if (PDER > =0.9) and (CO>=70) and (PMIR>=0.3)   
Node flooded 
Else 
No flooding attack 
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Fig 2: clustering 

 
E. prevention of flooding attack 
 
Classification between genuine and malicious nodes are performed using SVM classifier. 

Clusterheads detecting malicious nodes broadcasts acknowledgemnt message to all other 

nodes from its routing table. Nodes varying from the normal profile(based on 

PDR,CO,PMIR) are detected as malicious nodes. considering a mobile adhoc network that 

consists of different number of nodes,the flooding attack detection can be done as above. 

Using java the technique for prevention and detection of flooding atatck can be done. 

 
                                    Fig 3: system Flow 
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V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
 
On analysing PDR and PMIR, it is seen that using the new technique the manet nodes have 

better performance. The packet delivery ratio increases considerably for the new hybrid 

approach than on using SVM on every nodes. The packet misroute rate reduces due to this 

new hybrid approach. 

1. PDR (Packet Delivery Ratio) It is the number of delivered data packet to the node. Greater 

is the value of packet delivery ratio better is the performance of the node. PDR= (Number of 

Packets Transmitted)/ (Total Number of Incoming Packets) 

2. Control Overhead- The ratio of the number of routing protocol control packets transmitted 

to the number of data packets is known as Control overhead. CO = (Number of Control 

Packets Transmitted)/(Total Number of Packets). 

3. PMIR (Packet Misroute Rate)-Node sends packet to the wrong destination is called 

misroute data packet. PMIR ratio is the number of misroute packet is delivered to the 

transmitted packets. PMIR= (Number of Packets Misrouted)/ (Total Number of Incoming 

Packets) . On varying the number of nodes, the new approach shows considerable 

improvement in the network throughput. The results of performance evaluation can be seen in 

figure 4 and figure5. 

 
Fig 4: packet delivery ratio 

 
Fig 5:  packet misroute rate 
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CONCLUSION 

 

The simplest solution for flooding attack in MANET is the detection and prevention. The 

hybrid implemented use the SVM based classification method to detect the malicious nodes. 

The nodes in the network are clustered using hierarchical clustering technique which also 

improves the accessing complexity. An elected cluster head performs the classification which 

improves the overall classification overhead and computational overhead of a nodes in the 

MANET. 
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